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ABSTRACT 

Statistical treatment ol collections ol valves of the clam Dinncardium robuslum deposited on the 
beach ol Mustang Island, Texas, indicates the differences in the number of left and right valves are 
significant at the 0.05 level of probability. A relationship is shown to exist between average valve 
length and the percentage of excess valves, with the number of excess valves being significant only 
in collections having an average valve length greater than 60.5 mm. This relationship is attributed to a 
similarity in surl requirements for separating opposing valves and transporting large valves, namely 
a high energy surl. Differences in weight, ornamentation, and fragility between opposing valves do 
not a I led their distribution. Boring snails attack lot t and right valves in equal numbers, but seem to 
preler small sixes. The size-frequency distribution ol collections are varied, but highly skewed curves 
predominate. 

INTRODUCTION term used bv Lever, 1958) occurred on 

The occurrence of excess left or right M»sf•S IstODtl beach, Texas, and, if it did, 
valves in accumulations of clam shells has to climate the relative importance ol prop- 
been noted in ancient sediments (Richter, erl,es of the shel1 a,ld lhe environment in 
1922, 1924) and on recent beaches (Van Del «"*•"* lllls phenomenon. 

Meulen,   1947;  Marlin-Kayc,   1951;  Lever, ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

1958).  Excess valves were also noted in an . 
„i i-   ,     r r       , i        i •        ,    ,      u , 1 he authors wish to express their apprcci- assemblage ol lossil brachiopods bv Boucot . ' ' • 

and others (1958), who suited the pussi-     """" "' '^ ^"'^^ '" ^'^ "'id Dr. Saved 
bilitv   of   locating   the   source   area   of   the      ''' ^lyed lor advice on statistical treatment 
i,i                             , i                  ,-   I- ol   (he data,  rield  work  was accomplished valves by contouring the ratio ol disarticu- .                          .                         .                  ' 

•   ,, i             •.„       i                 ,i                    ,• Iroin  lie  Institute ol  Alanne Science,   lhe la led   opposite   valves,   on   the   assumption .        .         . 
,,    ,  .i,      ,•      i      i i •                     , i    i- I niverstty ol    1 e.xas,   Port Aransas,     exas. that, the ratio should increase with distance ' 
from the source. COI.I.FCITNG SITE 

The pelec\ pod valve is usually asvmmet- 
,,    ,  •",      •,,  ,      i ,     ,         i    i i-         , 1 he beach of Mustang  Is and  near  lort ric so I hat it will  tend to travel oblique to ,            •  , 

,,        .I                   c                     ,                , Aransas has a 1  to 2 percent s ope with one the   direction   ol   a   current   competent    to '                    ' 
transport the valve and, as opposing valves or more sand bars about a thousand feel oll- 

shore  (Hedgpelh,   1953.  p.   1S3,   fig.   38,   |). are mirror images, continued transport wil. 
,.   , i   ,       „„..,,, i n ,   ,   A     ,i 184).   1 he beach prone varies considerably lend  to separate  them.  Boucot  and  others ^ ' . .   - 
/, n-u\ i   ,i       i- , seasonally.   I he ie11\• north ol the eo  ecting 
(19.T8)   compared   the  diverging  mo\ einenf - '      - , 

r , i i ,i ,        i.i , .     , area  probably alfects adjacent   topography ol the valves to the port and starboard tack ' - ' '    "    '    .- 
•• ,,     ,,    i /, a - u \ ,       ,i and   current  structure.    I he   beach  sand   is ot  a  sailboat.   I .ever  (19aS;  suggests other . 

r     i   ii i   , •        '        ,   •   • we    sorted with a  median diameter in  the causes   ol    shell   accumulations   containing . . 
if, •   u,       i i rit very line sand or line sand size and consists excess loll or right valves such as dinerences ... 

•  i ,  i , ,    , „ •,        ,, „ , , j-f predominanth' ol quartz iiartules (Shcpard. in weight between opposite valves, and dil- ' ' ! ... 
ferenres between valves caused  bv projec- ^^' lycollect.ngareaisshown.nliKurel. 
(ions from one of lhe valves. .    '^tailed current movement in the collect- 

Thc   objective   of   the   invcstlsation   re- '"Ksiteisnotknown. Accord,„Ktolurray 
ported upon in this paper was to determine ^,cA  P'  ,231)-  du,Mn* Ja^'^y.   I'ebn.arv, 

i ,,i „ ,   , , i     i  r,   •   , ,    i , / and   March  a  strong westward  and  south- whel her or not the lelt-nglit phenomenon (a • 
ward How from across the shallow Louisiana 

1 Manuscript received April 9, 1962. shell converges with northward (lowing cur- 
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Fir;. 1.- Map showing beach of Mustang' 
Island where valves of Pinoeardiiini rohitstnm 
were collected. 

rents in the vicinity of the collecting; area. 
In May the convergence moves northward 
because of southeast, winds so that currents 
in the collecting area would be mostly Mow- 
ing north. In September, when winds shift 
to I he east, the convergence again occurs 
near the collecting site. This generalized 
picture of circulation given by Cur ray 
(1060) indicates I he complexity ol current 
movements in the study area. 

A tide station is maintained on South Pier 
at the southern end of the collecting site. 
Tidal wind, temperature, salinity, and tide 
staff data from December 1958 to May I960 
were analyzed, but as no relationship could 
be found between these parameters and the 
distribution of opposing Diuoftinliiiw rn- 
biistum valves in the beach collections, the 
data from the lide station are not discussed 
in this paper. 

IHXOCARDUM   ROIU STCM 

The clam chosen for the study was Dino- 
airilinm robustum Solander, whose shells are 
usually fairlv abundant on the beaches 
along the Texas coast. According to Parker 
(1960, p. 321) this species is common in 2-12 
fathoms of waler from the east Mississippi 
Delta to Mexico. Specimens grow to about 
4 inches, are oval, inllated, and have many 
ribs. The species is figured by Abbott (1954, 
pi. 32, fig. 2). Measurements of left, and 
right valves of two specimens of D. robiislum 
are compared in table I. The shape ol valves 

remains about the same during growth, but 
the sphcricitv may decrease sliglil.lv (fig. 2). 

METHODS 

Valves of Dinocurtiiitm robiislum were col- 
lected from 1 he water's edge on the beach 
ol Mustang Island each month front De- 
cember 1958, to August 1960. Collections 
were made while afoot and the attempt was 
made to pick up all valves, regardless of 
size, in a traverse along the water's edge. 
Collecting was discontinued after roughly 
100 valves had been obtained. If, because 
ol scarcity of valves, fewer than 100 valves 
could be picked tip during a collecting trip, 
additional collections were made on follow- 
ing days. Collections made in the same 
month were lumped together for statistical 
I real men 1 of the data. 

In addition to counting the number of left 
and right valves in each collection, the 
length of each valve was measured parallel 
to I he central rib in collections made up to 
March I960, and it was noted whether or 
not the valve contained a hole made by a 
boring organism. From March 1959, to 
March I960, a record was kept of the posi- 
tion of t he valves on the beach, i.e.. whether 

TABLE  I.     Comparison of dimensions of left and 
right valves of Dinocardiuin robiislum" 

Specimen Xo. .i Specimen Xo. 0 

Measurement Left       Right Li it Right 
Valve      Valve Valve       Valve 

Valve length em'' 0.20          (,. 20 0.15 0..36 
Valve width em" 5.78         5.80 8.27 8.30 
Valve height em'' 2.52         2.02 .!. 40 J.S7 
Xominal diameter 

an"         . 4.5           4.0 6.1 0.5 
Spherieity1 (1.7.i         0.7.! 0.71 0.70 
Average wall thick- 

ness cm" 0.19         0.10 0.25 0.25 
WeiRht Kni 12.8 12.0 40.0 5-1.2 
Cap volume e<. .11.0 20.0 00.0 1115.0 

" Data From Kornieker anil Armstrong (10.iO). 
' Valve length was measured in the plane of commissure 

parallel to the longest rih in the central portion of the valve. 
" Valve width is the greatest distance between anterior 

and posterior margins measured in the plane ol" commissure 
and normal to the length. 

" Valve height is the maximum dimension of (he individ- 
ual valve measured perpendicular to the plane of commis- 
sure; height as tised here is one-half height of closed articu- 
lated shell. 

• Xominal diameter is the cube root of the product of the 
length, width, and height of each valve. 

1 Sphericity is intercept sphericity as defined l>v Krinii- 
lleia   (1041). 

* Wall thickness is roughly the average distance between 
the inner and outer surface of each valve obtained from 
three measurements with a micrometer. 

Cup volume is the internal volume of the disarticulated 
valve areasured by filling the valve with wafer while the 
plane of eommissure is held horizontal. 
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I hey were concave upward or concave down- 
ward. 

SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OK 

OPPOSIXG VALVES 

It clam shells are deposited on a beach in 
a random manner most accumulation would 
contain about the same number of left and 
right valves, but in a few one valve would 
be greatly in excess. Therefore, it was neces- 
sary in the present investigation to deter- 
mine whether variations in the proportion 
of opposing valves in individual samples 
were significant. This was done by using a 
Chi square test designed for more than 30 
degrees of freedom (F.dwards, 1958, p. 113). 
This test indicated a significant difference 
at the 0.05 level of probability in the numer- 
ical distribution of left and right valves in 
the monthly collections considered in tolo, 
and specifically in collections obtained in 
December 1958. March 1959, June 1959, 
February and June 1960. Right valves were 
in excess in the December and March collec- 
tions, whereas left valves were In excess in 
the June and February collections (table 2). 

Although it seems quite likely that sea- 
sonal variations in current movement would 
be reflected in the distribution of opposing 
valves on the Mustang Island beach, there 
is no clear-cut evidence of a seasonal cllect 
from the data. More closely spaced samples 
might have brought out. seasonal trends, but 
it is possible that currents in the collecting 
area are sufficiently variable each month to 
mask seasonal effects. The data suggest that 
significant differences in the number of 
opposing valves occur on the Mustang 
fsland beach during any season, and that 
either the left and right valve can be pre- 
dominant at any time of the year. 

EFFECT  OF  UIFFEREXCES IX  WEIGHT, 

FRAGILITY.   AXD  PROJECTTOXS 

BETWEKX  LEFT  AXD RIGHT 

VALVES 

l.ever (1958) brings out that excess valves 
can result from differences in weight or 
fragility between left and right valves, and 
from differences in mobility caused by pro- 
jections. As shown in table 1 opposing valves 
of P. robiistiini are quite similar in weight 
and shell thickness. Ornamentation and 
projections such   as   teeth   also  seem  suffi- 
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FIG. 2.—Value intercept sphericity as a func- 
tion of valve length (from data in Kornicker and 
Armstrong, 1959). Crosses represent right valves, 
circles left valves. 

ciently the same not to cause significant dif- 
ferences in the mobility of opposing valves. 

It is possible to show that differences in 
weight and projections had little effect on 
the distribution of opposing valves by 
plotting the average length of right valves 
in each sample against the average length 
of left valves (fig. 3). The graph approxi- 
mates a 45 degree slope with a slight indica- 
tion of right valves being in excess in 
samples having large average valve lengths. 
The similarity in average length of opposing 
valves indicates that they have not been 
separated according to differences in projec- 
tions or weight. 

The wall thickness of left valves is similar 
to that of right valves (table 1) indicating 
that neither valve is materially more resist- 
ant to destruction than the other. The fact 
that the total number of left and right 
valves collected on Mustang Island was 
about the same (1,152 left valves w, 1,161 
right valves) is considered as evidence that 
the distribution of opposing valves of D. 
robustitm is not affected by differences in 
fragility. 

THE RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEX   VALVE SIZE 

\XI) DISTRIBUTION  OF OPPOSING  VALVES 

ft was noted that the average valve length 
in collections having a significant difference 
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I ARi.F. 2.—Distribution of left and right valves of Dinocardiiim robustum on Mustang [stand 
beach by month 

..     ,. No. of No. of Total Xo. Kxcess             Average ^       f Month- ,    ,-, ,,.  , f,.  , ,.  . valve r.  ,,    .• 
Year Right of Valves Valves"              I eneth1' Collecting 

Valves Valves Collected percent Trips K mm • 

1Q58 
Dec. 39                    11 .SO 56 [.« 82 1 

1959 
Jan. 85                    64 149 14 L 66 1 
Feb. 55                    49 104 6 L 61 2 
iVIarch 106                    48 154 38 L" 80 I 
April 33                    38 51 7 R 35 7 
May 45                    47 92 2 R 67 I 
I line 31                      62 93 Si R" 75 2 
July 76                    50 126 21 L 32 1 
Aug. 58                    57 115 II. 31 3 
Sept. 65                    56 121 7 L 22 3 
Oct. 76                      54 130 17 L 48 1 
Nov. 58                    72 130 11 R 34 1 
Dec. 68                    53 121 9L 37 4 

(an. 92                      83 175 5 I. 42 2 
Feb. 18 140 158 77 R" 82 1 
March 54                    54 108 0 54 1 
April —                             collection made but shells not counted — 
May 78                    51 129 21 I. 1 
June 28                      68 96 42 R' — 1 
Julv 33                    45 78 15 R I 
Aug. 54                    59 113 4 R l 

Total H52 ll6l 2313 36 

* Percentage of excessive valves equals | number of left valves —number of right valves | divided 
by total number of left and right valves, multiplied by 100. The letter "I." or "R" alter the percentage 
indicates which valve is in excess. 

h Valve length was measured parallel to the longest rib in the central portion ol the .shell in the 
plane of commissure. 

° Difference in the number of excess valves is significant at the 0.05 level of probability. 

in the number of excess valves was greater the deposition of large valves upon a beach 
than the average valve length in remaining might elucidate  the  mechanism  that sepa- 
collections  (fig. 4,  table 3).  At  first if was rates left and right valves, 
thought that this relationship might be due Unfortunately,  little is known about the 
to small   valves  being  more spherical   (less effect   of  environmental   conditions  on   the 
asymmetrical) than large valves (fig. 2), but size of valves deposited on a beach.  How- 
the  diltcrencc  in   sphericity   between   large ever,  it  would seem safe  to assume that a 
and small valves is so small that this seems relationship exists between available energy 
unlikely. Furthermore, when the number of in the surf and valve size, with larger valves 
large and small opposing valves in the same deposited    when    the    available   energy    is 
sample are compared,   their distribution is greater. Therefore, it is likely that when the 
not significantly different  (table 4). There- sea's conditions are such that sufficient cn- 
fore, it is concluded that environmental con- crgy is available to carry large shells to the 
ditions conducive to depositing large valves beach, forces are at work separating left and 
upon  the beach arc also conducive to sep- right valves. It is loo early to speculate con- 
arating opposing valves. If this conclusion is cerning    whether    the    separation    is    due 
correct, consideration of factors that lead to directly to waves or to currents created by 
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TAIU.F. i.—Relationship between valve length and 
percentage of excess valves 

Collection Period 

Range of 
monthly Statistical 

comparison ol' 
numbers of 

left and right 
ace of 

Jan., Feb., April, 
May, July, Aug., 
Sept., Oct., Xov., 
Dec. 1959; Jan., Mar. 
I960. 

Dec. 1958; Mar., 
June, 1959; Feb. I960 

22-67 0 3.2 
(not significant) 

4.8 46.2 
(significant) 

" Percentage of excess yalves equals | number of left 
valves—number of right valves | divided by total number of 
left and righL valves multiplied by 100. 

waves, or what is more likely, a combination 
of  both. 

Kornicker and Armstrong (1959, tig. j) 
determined experimentally the torce re- 
quired to move valves of I), robiislum. The 
rec|tiired force increased linearly with valve 
weight. Therefore, if seems reasonable to 
infer thai more force is required to trans- 
port large valves to a beach than is required 
to transport small valves. And if the as- 
sumption is made that both large and small 
valves have the same source area, which 
seems a reasonable assumption tor valves of 
D. robustum. large valves will require more 
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FIG. i.—Comparison of average length of left 
and right valves in samples of Dinocardium ro- 
buslum valves in collections from Mustang Island. 
Open circles indicate that right valves were in 
excess in the sample; lilled-in circles indicate that 
left valves were in excess. 
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I'll;. 4. Relationship between average valve 
length and percentage of opposing valves. 
Samples containing differences in the number of 
opposing valves significant at 0.05 probability 
level are indicated by open circles. 

energy to be transported to the beach than 
will small  valves. 

By using the experimentally derived 
forces necessary to move shells determined 
by Kornicker and Armstrong (1959), it was 
possible to estimate the force required to 
move 100 valves having the size-frequency 
distribution observed in samples collected 
from Mustang Island. The percentage of 
excess valves in each collection is shown as 
a function of the force that would be re- 
quired to move 100 shells in figure 5. At 
the top of figure 5 an arbitrary scale indi- 
cates surf energies that might correspond to 
the force levels required to move the shells. 

Additional work will be required to docu- 
ment that large valves and a high percent of 

TAHI.V: 4.—Comparison of number of left and right 
valves among small and large sizes in samples having 

significant differences in the numbers of 
opposing valves 

Valve length less       Valve length more 
than 79.5 mm than 79.5 mm 

Mouth Year Xo. of     No. of 
left right 

valves     valves 

Xo. of     Xo. of 
left right 

valves     valves 

Dece nber 1958 I.I 9 26 5 
Marc i 1959 .14 16 51 .12 
June IBS!) 

1990 
14 
8 

28 17 
10 

.(4 
101 
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FiC. 5.— Percentage of excess valves as a 
function of calculated force required to move 100 
valves having the size-trei|uenry distribution of 
each collection of valves from Mustang" Island. 
A scale indicating relative surf energy is at top 
ol graph. Open circles indicate that right valves 
were in excess in the sample; lillcd-in circles in- 
dicate that left valves were in excess. 

excess valves are related to high surf en- 
ergy. If the relationship between energy 
levels, valve size, and excess valves is shown 
to exist, use might be made of the relation- 
ship in interpreting the energy levels at 
which fossil assemblages are deposited. 

Till':  MECHANISM  OF VALVE   IRANSl'ORT 

It seems to have been assumed that left 
and right valves are separated from each 
other by currents while the valves are in a 
concave downward position. However, Mcn- 
ard and Houcot (1951) observed that brachi- 
pod valves turned end over end when trans- 
ported by water in a Hume, and Kornicker 
and Armstrong (1959. p. 183) reported the 
overturning of I), robusliim valves by waves 
in shallow water. Therefore, it would seem 
that the concept of valves being trans- 
ported while thev remain in a concave down- 
ward position is an oversimplification. 

There appears to be a relationship be- 
tween the rate of overturning and velocity 
of water current, with more overturning 
taking place at higher velocities (Menard 
and Houcot, 1951, table 1 : Kornicker and 
Armstrong, 1959, p. 182). Therefore, it does 
not seem unlikely that when energy in the 
surf is sufficiently great to transport large 
valves to the beach it is also capable of over- 
turning valves. A hypothesis that presents 
itself is that the overturning of valves mav 

play an important part in the separation of 
opposing valves. Perhaps the opposite svm- 
mclry of left and right valves permits one 
valve to be more easily overt timed than the 
other after they are oriented differently by 
prevailing currenls, or perhaps separation 
takes place more easily when valves are in :i 
concave upward position than when they are 
convex upward. I he wrilers can onlv sug- 
gest these possibilities in absence of a com- 
plete understanding of the mechanisms that 
might be involved. 

The fact thai many valves collected on 
Mustang Island beach were found in a con- 
cave upward position (table 5) is considered 
to be an indication that overturning is prob- 
ably occurring ollshore, although some over- 
turning may take place after the valve is 
deposited on the beach as described by 
Kornicker and Armstrong (1959, p.  183). 

RKl.A HONSHU' liETXVF.F.N   DRILLED 

AND  KNDRILLKD  VALVES 

Kornicker and Armstrong (1959) and 
Lexer and others (1961) observed that clam 
shells with holes behaved differently hydro- 
dynamicnlly than shells without holes. Ap- 
parently, in some situations valves with 
holes tend to lag behind shells without 
holes (Kornicker and Armstrong. 1959), 
whereas in other situations, the reverse 
occurs (Lexer and others. 1961). Therefore 
a possible factor not prexiouslx- considered 
in the separation of left and right \ alx es 
would be a. preference bv drilling organisms 
ol one valve over the other. 

TABLE 5.     (ioinparison of numlitr of Dinocardium 
rohustum   valves   deposited   on   Mustang   Island 
beach in eoneave up position ivith number deposited- 

in eo)ieave denen position 

|*Q. No. Ratio o conra ve flown 

Month Your 
valves in valves n l   to s:oiir ave ii| valves 

up 'down' Left Riclit All 
position Position Valves Valves Valves 

Marrh i9so 120 31 0.2 0.5 0.3 
April 1059 47 14 0.4 0.2 0.3 
May I'M'.) 59 .U O.S 0.4 0.0 

1 959 3! 00 0.0 .1.4 1 t 
July 1930 54 I .2 1 ,5 1 J 
A lit',. 1950 B 90 .(.4 3.7 3.6 
Sept. 19 VJ 40 81 1 .7 2.5 2.0 
Ocl . 1959 00 70 1 . 1 1 .2 1 .2 

1959 OS 52 0.9 0.7 0.K 
Doc. 1959 >.< 9S 5.S 3.1 •1.2 

1 Odd 01 1 11 1 .1 2.0 1 .9 
I'Vli, 1901) .(,i 125 2.0 4.2 .1.8 
March 1000 34 74 2.2 2.2 2.2 
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Jn order tu test this possibility in the 
present study the number of drilled left and 
right valves in a subsample of 1,871 valves 
were compared. Drilled holes were present 
in 125 left and 101 right valves, showing that 
the drilling organism (probably I he snail 
Nalico polyuices) attacks through eilher 
valve. Therefore, it is concluded that t he 
drilling of holes in valves of /). robustu.m has 
no major e fleet on the distribution of oppos- 
ing valves. 

Although no preference was apparent lot" 
left or right, valves by drilling organisms, a 
preference is shown for small valves. Valves 
with lengths less than 40,5 mm contained a 
higher percentage of borings than larger 
valves (fig. 6). This relationship is re Heeled 
in the average length of drilled valves being 
smaller than the average length of undrilled 
shells in monthly collections (table 6). [l is 
apparent from this that if valves should be 
sorted on a beach according to size, a higher 
percentage of drilled valves would be more 
likelv to occur among the fraction contain- 
ing small shells. 

0     US 364 281   180   166 130  125 231   146   20    5   N 

195 39 5        59.5        795 995        1195 
9.5 29.5        49.5       69.5 895        109.5 

VALVE   LENGTH      mm 

Fir,. f>.—Histogram showing the percentage of 
Ilinocardiiini robiixluui valves drilled by a boring 
organism as a functional valve length, Xiiinberot 
valves in each si/e class is given above each bar. 
Valves were collected from januarv 1959 through 
March 1960. 

THK L.'SK 1)1' DISSOCIATED VALVES 

IN' DKTKRMIXIM; SOI:RCK 

Koucot and others (1058, p. 332) state 
''Asymmetric mirror-image shells, as men- 
tioned previously, will lend to diverge 
dextrally and sinistrally from I he direction 

TABLE  6.     Comparison of mean  length of snail 
drilled and undrilled I Hnocardium robuslum shells 

in collections from Mustang Island, Texas 

Month-Year 

D.robuslum    Mean length mm. 

drilled by Drilled      t'ndrilled 

Feb. 
Man 
April 
May 
lime 
Illlv 
Aug. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec, 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Man 

1959 
1959 

h 1959 
1959 
1959 
1959 
1959 
1959 
1959 
1959 
1959 
1959 
1960 
1960 

h 1960 

6 
12 
7 

19 
17 
10 
13 

8 
8 

11 
19 
24 
22 
4 

16 

49.0 66.9 
51.0 63.8 
55.9 81 .5 
25.5 44.9 
37.1 73.4 
41.6 78.4 
27..! 32.8 
24.0 24.0 
21.0 21.8 
59.0 48.7 
33.9 34.4 
28.6 40.2 
42.7 70.4 
76.8 91 .2 
44.6 55.7 

of the current. If the rale of disarticulalion 
is high, so that the shells disarticulate al- 
most instantaneously, then the angular 
divergence of the bulk ol the original sample 
would be initiated at once. By contouring 
lhe frequency ol right and left valves and 
drawing lines through the elongate direc- 
tions of greatest frequency, one should 
obtain an intersection corresponding to the 
source bed. The biseclrix of the angle be- 
tween the lines would be parallel to the 
direction of the current, thai moved the 
shells." Although the present authors are 
complelelv in agreement with the theoretical 
probability of the above statement, the 
data collected in the present study indicates 
that in nature, the mechanisms of shell 
transportation are too complex to permit 
application of the suggested method. The 
periodic collections ot transported shells on 
.Mustang Island beach sometimes contained 
almost equal numbers of opposing valves 
whereas at other times one valve was 
greatIv in excess of the opposing valve. 
There is no indication that in water where 
sufficient currents exist to transport shells, 
a less complex situation  prevails. 



I'AHI.K 7.     Comparison, of perienl of four types of .shaped    size-frequency   clisl riliulions.    It    is 
ru,,.g»n»^^ ,,,^, ^f interest  lhatmanv beach  samples 
samples of fossil animals and shells of Imiocardnnn .     . .       . ..*.,. .    , 

Yobusuunfrom Mastan-, Island hafl    a   size-lrequcncy   distribution    similar 
_^^^^___^____-_-- — to ilia I observed lor living populations, i.e. a 

25 samples of predominance of small shells (see  I'ereival, 
Q,„, ,       Pinoeardium 1944). 200 samples ,     , .• ,     ' | rohnslum 

Category of I IOSSIL        shells from SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. 
i \- .  -u  ". • annuals"—       A,, Distribution Mustang „.      ... 

approx. fsla,id Statistical    treatment    ol    collections    ol 
pe" el approx. 1 'iiwcardiiiw robuslum valves from Mustang 

perceul Island   beach.   Texas,   obtained   during   I)e- 
77      T.   ,   7.   \        T ~ TZ cember 1958 to August I960, indicated that KougtiK bell-shaped TZ U .      ..,.,. . ' 
Highly skewed 10 44 the dillerence in opposing valves considered 
Hi- or polymodal 10 2.5 * loin  was .significant  at   the 0.05  level  of 
Highly irregular 5 6 probability.   Xo  relationship  was  apparent. 

' between   the  occurrence  of  significant  (Jif- 
" 1)ala ,n,nl Olso" <****< lal,le ')' ferences in  the  number of opposing valves 

and season. The absence of this relationship 
s,%i.:-,.,(,cy< Kxcv wsnuuc n„x ,^.^. ^ j^^, ^ ^^ uccurrencc of cunsidcrable 

A paleontologist working with fossil shells variation in current direction each month in 
is often confronted with the problem of de- the collecting area, or may be the result of 
termining whether the shells under study are the  samples   not   being   sufficiently   closely 
from animals that lived where the shells are spaced. 
found,   or   whether   they   have   been   trans- The   average   length   of   left    and   right 
ported  after  death  of  the  animal.   Several valves were similar in each collection indi 
paleontologists (e.g., I'ereival, 1044; Boucot, eating that observed  numerical excesses of 
1953;  Olson,   1957;   Rigbv,   1958;  Johnson, one valve over the opposing valve were not 
1960) have considered the meaning and use the result ol dilterences in weight, ornamen- 
of size-frequency distribution of fossil shells. tation,    or    projections    between    opposing 

Olson examined the size-frequency curves valves. About the same total number of left 
of 200 samples of fossil animals and approxi- and   right   valves   were   collected   from   the 
mated the percent that fell into four shape Mustang  Island   beach  indicating  that  one 
categories. The percentage noted by Olson valve   is   not   materially   more   resistant   to 
for   each   category   is   compared   with   the destruction    than    the   opposing   one   and. 
percentage in the shell collections from Mus- therefore,     the    observed    distribution    of 
tang  Island in  table 7. The shells collected opposing valves was not  due to differences 
on Mustang Island have in common the fact in fragility ot opposing valves, 
that they were transported from where they A   relationship   exists   between    average 
lived.   The   fossil   collections   examined   by valve length in collections and the percent- 
I)r.    Olson    were   dominantlv    bell-shaped, age of excess valves, with the number of ex- 
whereas   many   collections   from    Mustang cess valves being significant only  in collec- 
Island were strongly skewed. The presence tions having an average valve length greater 
of all categories in collections of beach shells, than 69.5 mm. This relationship is thought 
which are known to be transported, suggests to  Indicate   that   environmental   conditions 
that the size-frequency distribution of fossil conducive   to   the   separation   of   opposing 
shells may be of little use in interpreting the valves is also conducive to the deposition of 
history of  the original  population   (fig.   7). large valves upon a beach,  ft is tentatively 
This  supports conclusions of Olson   (1957) suggested  that a high energy surf tends to 
and Boucot (1953, p. 31). separate  opposing   valves,   whereas,   a  low 

The  many  highly skewed  size-frequency energy  surf  does  not.  The  overturning  of 
distributions in  the  beach  collections  were valves   in   the   suit   during   their   transport 
somewhat unexpected, as sorting is generally inland  may play an important  part  in  the 
thought   to  result   in  a  dominance  of  bell- separation  of  opposing  valves,   but  under- 
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FIG. 7.—Histograms showing size-frequency distribution of valve length in collections of Dino- 
cardium robiisluni from .MusLang Island, Texas. The percentage of left valves in each size class is 
shown by a lilling-in of the lower part ol each bar. 
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standing   of   ihc   mechanisms   involved   re- accumulations    containing    significant    in- 

quires 1'urt her study, equalities   in   numbers   of   opposing   valves 

Boring organisms attacked  both left and suggests that the use of the relative number 

right valves in almost equal numbers so that of  left   and  right   valves  in  assemblages of 

the  presence of a  hole in some  valves and fossil shells to indicate shell source might not 

not others had  no major cfleet  on  the dis- be feasible. 

tribulion    of    opposing    valves.     However, The size-frequency distributions of valves 
small  valves contained a greater percentage in the collections were quite variable. Main 

of   borings   than   large   valves.   Therelore. were   strongly   skewed   and   resembled   the 

when   shells   are   sorted   according   to   size. population structures of living populations, 

more drilled valves may occur in t he traction The considerable  variation  in   I he size-fre- 

containing the smaller shells. quency distribution of valves known to have 

The presence en Mustang Island ol ac- been transported indicates that size-lre- 

eumttlations of shells containing almost quency distribution is of limited use in in- 

equal numbers of opposing valves as well as tcrprcting the history of fossil assemblages. 
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